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Scripting the Future of Financial Services
By Amber Seitz
Bankers can’t open a trade
publication today without
reading headlines about all
of the changes coming to the
industry and the challenges
they present to traditional
retail banks. In the drama of
the financial services industry,
banks have been cast as
victims, or worse, minor side
characters doomed to be killed
off in the third act. However—
despite those changes and
challenges—traditional,
Main Street banks are wellpositioned to define their own
role in the future of financial

services,
no matter
what that landscape
looks like. In fact, the
greatest challenge facing
the banking industry is also
its greatest advantage over
disruptors: bank customers.

No matter what role traditional banks
choose to play in the future, customer
service is the key to thriving in a
landscape transformed by tech.
vice president of emerging
technologies at the American
Bankers Association. “It used
to be your competitor was
the bank down the street,”
he explained. “Today, your
competitor is your customers’
last best experience, whether
it’s with a bank, with you, or
with Google or Amazon.”
As small fintech startups
have grown into market
share-leading behemoths,
customers’ standards
are shifting
faster than
ever.

“They
want both
consultative
and on-demand
service.” Traditional
banks must ensure that
their customers receive
top-notch service no matter
which channel they use. “Digital
gives the customer 24-hour access
to the bank, so we want to foster
that, but we also need to make sure
their experience is the same as if they
were here in person,” explained
Dave Werner, president and CEO,
Park Bank, Milwaukee.
(continued on p. 22)
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» Setting the Stage:
Challenges Ahead
Isolated core systems, deposit
displacement, limited IT resources...
The list of challenges banks face today is
long, but the most critical is the fact that
customer expectations are now being set
externally, according to Rob Morgan,

“We need to realize that
the ‘upstart’ fintech
companies are
‘mainstream’
fintech companies, and they’re
changing the way
our customers
expect to interact with
financial institutions,”
said David DeFazio,
partner at StrategyCorps. For example,
Credit Karma
has over

80 million users on its app and
has referred nearly $40 billion
in loans to their partner institutions (users view mortgage
and credit card offers).
In addition to elevated
expectations for their digital
experience, bank customers
today also have a much
stronger preference for
self-service than in the past,
though most still expect
hands-on treatment in certain
situations. “Anyone from the
younger end of the millennial
generation on down has a
different mindset,” said Tina
Giorgio, president and CEO
of ICBA Bancard.
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Madison, WI 53718
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Register at www.wisbank.com/golf.
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WBA 2019-2020 Leadership

WBA Welcomes Newest Members to Board of Directors
With the close of its fiscal year
on May 31, WBA welcomes its
newest members to the Board
of Directors. Ken Thompson,
president and CEO of Capitol
Bank, Madison, has been
selected to become the 2019-20
WBA Vice Chair by the
WBA Nominating Committee.
Thompson is now in line to
become WBA chair in 2021-22.
Also serving as officers on
this year’s WBA Board of Directors are: Chair Mark Meloy,
First Business Bank, Madison;

Pictured (above) at their orientation meeting at WBA on May 7 are
(left to right): Kotnour, Wierman, Chatterton, and Araque. Unable to attend
(pictured above right): Erickson.

Chair-Elect
Paul Kohler,
Charter Bank,
Eau Claire; and
Past Chair
David Werner,
Park Bank,
Erickson
Milwaukee.
The nominating committee,
which is comprised of the
current WBA officers and the
four most recent past chairmen,
also selected the following four
candidates to fill open seats on
the 16-member WBA Board of
Directors, all of whom have
been deemed elected by the
membership: Al Araque,
JPMorgan Chase Bank,
New Berlin (At-Large); Mark
Erickson, MidWestOne Bank,
Osceola (At-Large); Timothy
Kotnour, State Bank Financial,
La Crosse (Group 1); and
Mark Wierman, Ixonia Bank
(Group 3). In addition, the
nominating committee selected
James Chatterton, National
Exchange Bank, Fond du Lac
(At-Large) to fill the one-year
unexpired term remaining on
Thompson’s board seat.
Continuing on the board are:
Christopher Del Moral-Niles,
Associated Bank, Green Bay;
Donna Hoppenjan, Mound
City Bank, Platteville; Jerry
Jacobson, Northwestern Bank,
Chippewa Falls; Daniel Peterson, The Stephenson National
Bank and Trust, Marinette;
Thomas Reil, Waldo State Bank;
Scot Thompson, Denmark
State Bank; and Tom Van Pelt,
Citizens State Bank, Hudson.
Also, thank you to Cynthia
Erdman, Partnership Bank,
Tomah; Sang Kim, BMO Harris
Bank, Milwaukee; Scott
Kopp, Bluff View Bank,
Galesville; Mark Mohr,
First Bank Financial Centre,
Oconomowoc; and Marty
Reinhart, Partners Bank,
Marshfield, who are rotating
off the board this year, for
their dedicated service to the
association and the industry.
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Glacier Canyon Lodge
45 Hillman Rd.
Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965

July 10, 2019

— Dr. David Kohl

8 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
9 a.m.
Bell Bank’s Lynn Paulson presents
“Is the New Normal Simply
the Old Normal?”
10 a.m.
Dr. David Kohl presents
“Managing Expectations”
12 p.m.
Lunch

Is the New Normal
Simply the Old Normal?
Free event sponsored by

bellbanks.com
Member FDIC

21807 AD Wisconsin Bankers Association 2019 Dr Kohl.indd 1

21807

— Lynn Paulson

4/29/19 3:34 PM
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Can an Account Be Put Into a Trust, LLC, or Other Entity?
It depends on what the customer means
Can an account be put into a
trust, LLC, or other entity?

Q
A

Answer: It depends on what
the customer means.
WBA has recently begun
receiving questions as to
whether a customer can put
their accounts into an entity
such as a trust or LLC. In
most instances, this involves a
situation where the customer
has received advice from a
third party. The customer
has been told by a third party
to put an account into an
entity. The customer then
approaches the bank with
this request but is unable to
provide further instruction
on how to accomplish the
task. An example would be
a customer who asks to put
their LLC account into their
trust. Whether that is possible
depends on what the customer

Compliance
Q&A
Scott
Birrenkott

means by “put into.”
As far as WBA is
aware, there is currently
no statutory mechanism by
which “put into” has any
legal significance. Meaning,
when a customer asks to put
an account into an entity,
there is no law that governs
what should occur. Thus, the
customer will need to provide
more information as to what
they mean. For example, in the
above example, the customer
has asked to “put their LLC
account into a trust.” The
possibilities as to what this

Visit www.wisbank.com to learn
more about this topic and other
compliance-related issues.

might mean are numerous.
The customer might mean:
» The trust is now a member/
manager of the LLC, or
» The trust is now an owner
of the LLC, or
» The LLC is a trustee of
the trust, or
» The LLC is a beneficiary
of the trust, or
» Any number of other
possibilities.
The above possibilities may
have bearing on the customer’s
relationship with the bank.
Without knowing which, if
any, possibilities are true,
the bank cannot know how
the relationship is affected.
When a customer asks to put

an account into an entity, the
bank will likely want to have
a follow-up conversation with
the customer. Depending
on how well the customer
understands what they intend
to do, they may be able to
explain and provide relevant
documentation to support their
request. If not, they may need
to return to the third party
who gave them the advice and
ask for instruction on what is
meant by “put in.”
Birrenkott is WBA assistant director
– legal. For legal questions, please
email wbalegal@wisbank.com.
Note: The above information is not
intended to provide legal advice;
rather, it is intended to provide
general information about banking
issues. Consult your institution’s
attorney for specific legal advice
or assistance.

Now Available for Purchase:

2019 Banking Industry Compensation & Benefits Survey Report
Are you a banking HR
professional? Do you need
easy to understand, usable, and
meaningful compensation and
benefits data about Wisconsin’s
banking industry?
The Wisconsin Bankers
Association is pleased to
announce the availability of
the 2019 Wisconsin Banking
Industry Compensation &
Benefits Survey – the largest
Wisconsin-specific survey for
banks containing salary and
benefit information with data
from 113 different participating
Wisconsin banks!
WBA has collaborated with
the Management Resources
Association (MRA) to provide
bankers with unique insights
on the Wisconsin banking
industry’s pay trends through
the 2019 Wisconsin Banking

» Questions? Contact WBA‘s
Patty Rogers at 608-441-1209
or progers@wisbank.com.

Industry Compensation and
Benefits Survey. Included
in the report are questions
regarding incentives, general
and merit increases, employee
benefits, board members and
bank turnover. Your HR staff
will have access to wage
and salary information for
both exempt and non-exempt
employees available in a

wide range of bank employee
positions, summary data about
employee benefits for different
groups of employees, and
higher-level wage and salary
data. Knowing the complete
picture behind compensation
and benefits in the state can be
a powerful tool for maintaining
and growing your business by
enabling you to understand
exact expenditures and what
changes might be needed to be
more competitive! The MRA
Dynamic Online Reporting
Tool gives you the exact
information you need when
you want it.
If your bank participated
in the survey, the cost will
be $195 + Sales Tax. If you
are a bank interested in
purchasing the report but did
not participate in the survey,

the cost will be $420 + Sales
Tax. Non-banks can purchase
the survey results for $750 +
Sales Tax.
Once you finish your
purchase, you will get a
confirmation email. We will
then follow up with you to
verify your order, email you
the PDF version of the report,
and then MRA will email you
separately with credentials
to use the online reporting
tools that also come with
your purchase. Please note
that your survey order will be
reviewed prior to fulfillment to
ensure that the survey report
is delivered to the appropriate
individual in your organization.
Questions about the survey?
Contact WBA’s Patty Rogers
at 608-441-1209 or via email
at progers@wisbank.com.
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CAN WE

PARTNER WITH THE STATE TO
BETTER PARTNER WITH CLIENTS?

In Wisconsin®, we can. When Brakebush wanted to expand their Marquette
County-based poultry products company, they turned to Baker Tilly, who then
turned to us. We worked together to identify refundable tax credits that
enabled Brakebush to pursue an initial $51 million expansion and bring 100
new jobs to the state. Just think what we could make happen with you and
your clients. See the whole story at WEDC.org/success-stories-brakebush.
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You have years of memories in this house.
The most valuable things your family will ever own.
We can help you protect it
with a Home and Highway®
policy from West Bend.
West Bend can also help protect something else of
value ... your identity. That’s because the Home and
Highway policy offers coverage for expenses you
may incur if your identity is stolen. And that’s not all.
Because you’re a member of the Wisconsin Bankers
Association, you could also receive a
discount on your annual premium.

To find out what else the Home and Highway
has to offer, contact an Official Supplier of
the Silver Lining.
Visit thesilverlining.com for the name of
the agency nearest you.

Celebrating 125 years of providing the
Silver Lining to our valued customers.
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State Looking to Address Appraiser Shortage
By Jon Turke
An issue that many of our
members have brought to
our attention—especially in
rural areas—is a shortage
of appraisers. This shortage
at best increases costs and
delays transactions, or at worst
makes deals fall apart. States
across the country, including
Wisconsin, are working to
loosen the requirements to
get licensed.
How bad is it, you ask?
Bankers in Door County were
at a point two years ago where
Washington Island residents
needing to meet appraisal
regulations were paying $650
and waiting for two months for
an appraisal to even start. At
the time there were only two
licensed appraisers operating
in Door County and both were
nearing the end of their careers.
The Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB) of The
Appraisal Foundation
establishes the minimum

Advocacy
Update
Jon Turke

qualifications for real estate
property appraisers in the
United States. The Appraisal
Foundation is authorized by
Congress as the source of
appraisal standards and qualifications. Historically, nearly all
states—including Wisconsin
—have followed the AQB’s
recommendations in promulgating their own state regulations. The national appraisal
rules were written in such a
way that new appraisers need
2,000 hours of apprenticeship.
The AQB’s recommendations for revising the current
licensing requirements are:
1. Revisions to the
college-level education
requirements for Licensed

» For more information about
the proposed amended rules,
visit: https://dsps.wi.gov/
Documents/RulesStatutes/
SPS85to87LRRD.pdf.

Residential and Certified
Residential
A. No longer require a
bachelor’s degree for Licensed
Residential
B. Certified Residential
requires one of the following:
a) Bachelor’s degree in
ANY field
b) Associate’s degree
in business administration,
accounting, finance,
economics, or real estate
c) Completion of
30 hours of (1) relevant
coursework, or (2) College
Level Examination Program
(CLEP) exams (3) or some
mix of both
2. Alternative to bachelor’s
degree requirement for

Licensed Residential to
become Certified Residential
A. Must have five years of
experience
B. No disciplinary action
within the past five years
C. Completion of specific
additional education
3. Reduction of Experience
Hours
A. Licensed Residential:
1,000 hours in six months
B. Certified Residential:
1,500 hours in 12 months
C. Certified General: 3,000
in 18 months.
The Wisconsin Real
Estate Appraisers Board has
proposed amending Wisconsin
rules to incorporate these
national changes. SPS 85-87
is working its way through
the rulemaking process. More
information can be found
here: https://dsps.wi.gov/
Documents/RulesStatutes/
SPS85to87LRRD.pdf.
Turke is WBA director
–government relations.

Training Program for Bankers Kicks Off in Milwaukee!
The inaugural class of
BankWork$ Milwaukee has
kicked off! WBA was proud to
partner with Employ Milwaukee
to bring this nationwide program
to Wisconsin. BankWork$ is
a free, eight-week training
program to prepare participants
in primarily underserved
neighborhoods for retail
banking careers.
This first class has 11
students who were selected
from over 100 applicants.
Over the eight weeks, these
students will be learning the
hard and soft skills necessary
for entry-level retail and
operations positions. This
initial group of students is
the first step towards the
program’s goal of training
400 students for positions
in the banking industry over
the next three years.

Thank you to the banks also
sponsoring this program
» Associated Bank, Green Bay
» The Equitable Bank,
Wauwatosa
» First Bank Financial Centre,
Oconomowoc
» First Federal Bank of
Wisconsin, Waukesha
» North Shore Bank, Brookfield
» Park Bank, Milwaukee
» Spring Bank, Brookfield
» Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

» Top photo (left): WBA President
and CEO Rose Oswald Poels was
on hand for the first class and
spoke to students.

Photo (above): Jovo Potkonjak, program manager for Employ Milwaukee,
addresses the class.

» Top photo (right): Adriene Wright
is a former banker turned teacher
who is promoting banking as a
career as a BankWork$ instructor.
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Capitol
Day




The 2019 WBA Capitol Day kicked
off the morning of Tuesday, May 21,
with over 200 Wisconsin bankers
gathered in the Monona Terrace in
Madison for an issues briefing that
would aid them later in the day when
they were scheduled to meet with
their state legislators.

Above left: After the issues briefing, WBA’s Scott Birrenkott moderated a panel on industrial hemp.
The panel was comprised of Senator Pat Testin, R-Stevens Point and Jennifer Heaton-Amrhein, DATCP.
Pictured (left to right): Birrenkott, Heaton-Amrhein, Testin.
Above, right: Secretary Peter Barca of the Department of Revenue addressed attendees during lunch.

Then after lunch, legislative meetings began. Above left: Bankers made the short trek from the Monona Terrace to the Capitol to meet with their respective
representatives or their staff, to bring the concerns of the banking industry before lawmakers. Some issues emphasized were asking for support for the Access to
Better Credit Act in the state budget, and elder abuse prevention legislation. Above, right: Bankers met with Wisconsin Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald,
R-Juneau (pictured on the far left).


Special thanks to
Bankers’ Bank, the
Federal Home Loan Bank
of Chicago, Hovde Group,
LLC, and The KeyState
Companies for their
generous sponsorship of
this year’s Capitol Day.



Above: Broad participation from across the state meant bankers met with over 75 percent of the legislature in
the afternoon. In all, WBA members sat face-to-face with 30 out of 33 state senators and 71 out of 99 state
representatives or their staff.
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WE DO WEB STUFF

Acquire customers, build awareness,
grow share-of-wallet...
your marketing & business development “to-do” list is long.
We can help shoulder the load.

WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT

FULL-FUNNEL
CAMPAIGNS

SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING

Banking-speciﬁc platform

Build your community

Target, attract, convert

Users search, you show up

DISPLAY
ADVERTISING

LEAD GENERATION
TOOLS

REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT

DIGITAL
CONTENT

Keep your brand top-of-mind

Capture new business

Protect your brand

Be useful and relevant

Don’t wait another day to get started. Your competitors aren’t.
Forbin.com/WBA

(877) 595-4944

ﬁnancial@forbin.com
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Bulletin Board

News about people working in Wisconsin’s financial institutions
Promotions and New Hires
Burlington
Community State Bank is
pleased to announce that
Tyson Fettes (pictured) has
joined the CSB banking team
as market president for the
Burlington area.
Green Bay
Fortifi Bank has announced
the addition of two new
positions. Kate Owens
(pictured) has been hired as
senior vice president of retail
banking, and Michelle Oliver
(pictured) has been hired
as assistant vice president/
market manager.
Horicon
Horicon Bank announced
the promotions of Mike
Fleischman (pictured), Paul
Huebner (pictured), and

Waldron (pictured) to first
vice president, and Mark
Westphal (pictured) to
assistant vice president.
Fettes

Owens

Oliver

Fleischman

Huebner

Traylor

Showalter

Baumgarten

Marr

Waldron

Robert Traylor (pictured) to
senior vice president.

Zak Showalter (pictured) to
commercial banking associate.

Madison
First Business Financial
Services, Inc. is pleased to
announce the promotions of
Tony Nichols to assistant vice
president; Aaron Osten to vice
president; Marcy Gudgel to
director of trust operations; and

David Baumgarten (pictured)
has joined Old National Bank
as Chairman of the company’s
Wisconsin Region.
Bankers’s Bank has promoted
Garrett Marr (pictured) to
first vice president, Michelle

Manistique, Mich.
mBank is pleased to announce
the promotions of Elaine
Bunker (pictured) to assistant
vice president district manager,
mid-lower and southern lower
Michigan; Chelsea Brandt
(pictured) to assistant vice
president district manager,
Wisconsin; and Meranda
Hartle (pictured) to branch
manager, Mio.
Marshfield
Jason Olsen (pictured)
has been named market
president for State Bank
Financial in Marshfield.
(continued on p. 11)

First Bank Financial Centre
is on the Radio
First Bank Financial Centre’s (FBFC) Jeff McCarthy and
Becky Miller now host a weekly radio show on
WISN-AM 1130 called That’s So Money. This weekly shot
of edu-tainment airs from 11 a.m.-noon every Sunday and
features banking tips, tricks, FYIs, FAQs, fun facts, and
interesting stats in addition to interviews with local business
partners and non-profit organizations. Both in the marketing
department, Jeff and Becky are self-described non-bankers
and choose to cover banking topics in a non-judgmental,
easy-breezy sort of way, combining fun and education.
Pictured: (left to right) Miller, marketing manager and
McCarthy, marketing director at FBFC.

Have good news? To submit a notice, please email
bulletinboard@wisbank.com. Or mail entries to WBA Bulletin
Board, 4721 South Biltmore Lane, Madison, WI 53718. Send
photos as JPEG files. Questions? Contact WBA’s Amber Seitz
at 608-441-1237 or aseitz@wisbank.com.
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Bulletin Board

News about people working in Wisconsin’s financial institutions
Promotions and New Hires
(continued from p. 10)
New Glarus
The Bank of New Glarus is
pleased to announce the hiring
of Kate Goecks (pictured) as
assistant vice
president and controller.
Superior
National Bank of Commerce
is proud to announce the
promotion of Lindsey
Growette Stingle (pictured)
to vice president – human
resources director, and
Kerstyn Hendricks (pictured)
to assistant vice president –
signature banker.
Wausau
Peoples State Bank announces
the addition of Eric Humfeld
(pictured) as senior controller.
Wauwatosa
WaterStone Bank announces
the addition of Nathan
Wolf (pictured), community
president, to the bank.

Announcement

Westphal

Bunker

Brandt

Hartle

Olsen

Goecks

Growette Stingle

Hendricks

Humfeld

Wolf

Wauwatosa
WaterStone President and
CEO Doug Gordon has
been appointed to chairman
of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago’s
Community Depository
Institutions Advisory
Council. Gordon began his
two-year chair term on
March 1, 2019.

Port Washington State Bank
Opens Mequon Branch
Port Washington State Bank celebrated the opening
of its new Mequon branch with a reception and ribbon
cutting. Pictured (left to right): PWSB President and
CEO Steven R. Schowalter, Senior Vice President/
Chief Credit Officer James S. Schowalter,
and Executive Vice President and COO
Mark D. Schowalter.
Photo Credit: Kristie Zach Photography

FIPCO Welcomes Terry Hoyum
FIPCO is pleased to announce that
Terry Hoyum recently joined the
FIPCO Professional Staff as vice
president – regional sales. Terry
brings a wealth of technology
sales and support experience,
and has developed many quality
relationships with financial
institutions throughout the region.
As an integral part of the FIPCO
team, Terry is looking forward to
continuing those relationships and
building many new ones as well.
Terry and his wife live in Sparta, Wis., and are busy with their
family, as well as following Badger and Packer football. Terry is
also very dedicated to the community and is looking forward
to providing the best possible service to FIPCO’s current
customers, while reaching out to new potential customers, so
that they too can experience the innovative, customer-centric
products and services FIPCO offers.
Terry can be reached at 800-722-3498, ext. 254 or via email
at thoyum@fipco.com.

Peoples State Bank, Wausau Donates
$5,000 to Free Clinic Project

Peoples State Bank announced a $5,000 donation to the First
Presbyterian Church of Wausau’s Free Clinic construction project.
“Access to healthcare is an important issue in the Wausau
region, and we’re committed to providing our support to ensure
its availability,” said Mark Oldenberg, chief financial officer of
Peoples State Bank. When complete, the free clinic will be housed
in the lower level of the First Presbyterian Church in Wausau’s
downtown. The clinic will serve those in need who don’t have
health insurance, with a focus on underserved populations such as
the homeless, immigrants, and those with transportation, health,
and other issues that serve as obstacles to healthcare access.
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Your

EDUCATION Calendar
Conferences I Summits

Schools I Boot Camps

Seminars I Workshops

JUNE
4		

• Managing Levies, Garnishments and
Other Legal Process in Wisconsin Webinar
$325 + sales tax/connection

• BOLT Summer Leadership Summit
11-12		 Wisconsin Dells – $150/attendee
18		
19		
20		

• Compliance Forum: Session 1
Stevens Point
$1,400/bank membership
Wisconsin Dells
(includes 2 registrations
Pewaukee
for each of 3 sessions)

19		
20		

• Marketing Peer Groups; $39/attendee
Green Bay
26
Madison
Eau Claire
27
Oconomowoc

26		

• Advertising Law Webinar Series: Part 1
(2-part series; including recordings)
$499 + sales tax/connection

JULY
• Community Bankers for Compliance
(CBC) – Session 3
16		
Stevens Point (pricing options vary)
17		 Madison (pricing options vary)
17		

• Advertising Law Webinar Series: Part 2
(2-part series; including recordings)
$499 + sales tax/connection

• ABA CRCM Prep Course, Chicago
22-26		 $2,495/WBA Member
7/31 • Agricultural Lending School
-8/2		 Rothschild; $895/attendee*
7/30		 $200/attendee for additional pre-school workshop*

WBA Webinars

Other Events

SEPTEMBER (continued)
• Personal Banker School
8-9		 Wisconsin Dells; $450/attendee*
• Community Bankers for Compliance
(CBC) – Session 4
15		
Stevens Point (pricing options vary)
16		 Madison (pricing options vary)

OCTOBER
15		
17		
23		

• IRA Essentials Workshops
Eau Claire; $245/attendee
Madison; $245/attendee
Neenah; $245/attendee

• Advanced IRA Workshops
Eau Claire; $245/attendee
Madison; $245/attendee
Neenah; $245/attendee
• FIPCO Compliance & Software Forum
(Loan & Mortgage)
22 - 23		Wisconsin Dells; $199/attendee
16		
18		
24		

22		
23		
24		

• Compliance Forum: Session 2
Stevens Point (pricing options vary)
Wisconsin Dells (pricing options vary)
Pewaukee (pricing options vary)

29		
30		
31		

• BSA/AML Workshops
Eau Claire; $245/attendee
Neenah; $245/attendee
Madison; $245/attendee

30		

• Procedures Upon a Depositors Death Webinar
$325 + sales tax/connection

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

• Management Conference – including
		
CFO Conference, Wisconsin Dells*
10-11 $250/attendee for first two attendees;
$195/additional attendee

• Auditing Real Estate Loans Boot Camp
5-7		 Wisconsin Dells; $795/attendee*

• Secur-I.T. Conference, Wisconsin Dells
17-18 $350/first attendee; $300/additional attendee

• LEAD360 Conference: Marketing, Retail Banking,
Sales and Financial Literacy, Wisconsin Dells
20-21 $350/attendee; $300 additional attendee*

• Introduction to Commerical Lending School
18-20		 De Pere; $795/attendee*
• Supervisor Boot Camp
24-25		 Wisconsin Dells; $535/attendee*
9/30 • Deposit Compliance School
-10/1		 Wisconsin Dells; $535/attendee*

*Lodging is available for an additional fee.

7		

• BOLT Winter Leadership Summit
Stevens Point; $100/attendee*

» Visit www.wisbank.com/education
for more information and online registration.
» Or email WBA Education at wbaeducation@
wisbank.com or call 608-441-1252.
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Wisconsin Bankers are Amazing!
We are thrilled by the number of great things that WBA member banks did for
their communities during the WBA Power of Community Week!
From building little free libraries to delivering care packages to local police
and fire departments, there were so many
impressive volunteering efforts conducted
by Wisconsin community banks this year!
Here are just a few photos sent to us
showcasing bankers’ efforts in April.
For a more comprehensive view, check
out www.wisbank.com/BanksPowerWI
for an interactive map that shows the
location and activities of each as reported
by the participating banks.

Bank branches chose an activity to fit the needs
of their community, such as “Cinco de Meow”
for the Humane Society. | Bank First

Over 200 bankers volunteered 1,200 hours
assisting with The Brown County Library’s BIG
book sale | Nicolet National Bank

Care packages for local police, fire,
etc. | Port Washington State Bank

Over 100 hours helping on a Habitat for Humanity building site. | McFarland State Bank

31 employees participated in Power of Community Week
this year, including a group who collected 19 bags
of trash during a highway clean up |
First National Bank of Darlington

25 staff members raised funds for various organizations throughout the
Power of Community campaign. | Wisconsin bankers Association

www.wisbank.com/BanksPowerWI

Mark Your Calendars!
Next year’s Power of
Community Week will be
April 20-24, 2020.
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What are Brokered Deposits and
What is the Significance of FDIC Reform?
By Scott Birrenkott
Brokered deposits are
relatively simple in concept
but subject to complex
regulatory restrictions. By
concept, “brokered deposit”
is a term used to describe a
source of funding for financial
institutions. That is, funds
managed by a deposit broker,
being an individual who
accepts and places funds in
investment instruments at
financial institutions, on behalf
of others. This concept has
evolved over the years, grown
controversial, and subjected
to regulatory restriction. To
that extent, the question is:
what deposits are considered
brokered for purposes of
regulatory coverage?
According to section 29 of
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act (FDI Act) and Section
227 of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation’s
(FDIC) rules and regulations,
brokered deposit means any
deposit that is obtained,
directly or indirectly, from
or through the mediation or
assistance of a deposit broker.1
A deposit broker is:
1. Any person engaged
in the business of placing
deposits, or facilitating the
placement of deposits, of third
parties with insured depository
institutions, or the business
of placing deposits with
insured depository institutions
for the purpose of selling
interests in those deposits
to third parties; and
2. An agent or trustee
who establishes a deposit
account to facilitate a business
arrangement with an insured
depository institution to use the
proceeds of the account to fund
a prearranged loan.
This broad language gives
FDIC significant discretion to
determine whether a deposit
is brokered, making the above
question difficult to answer.
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This article was originally published in the April 2019 issue of
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Emerging technologies continue
to create innovative deposit
opportunities. For example,
internet and mobile banking
did not exist when the rules
were written. Brokered deposits
were born from new technologies, but those technologies
continue to evolve, and with
them, the concept of what a
brokered deposit is.

Background
The inception of brokered
deposits came with the ability
to transfer funds electronically.
These technologies made it
quick, easy, and cheap to access
before un-reached markets,
which enabled greater bank
liquidity and growth. Controversy exists as to whether such
growth contributed to the 1980
financial crisis, an examination
of which is outside the scope
of this article. However, the
1980 financial crisis did result
in FDIC launching a study into
brokered deposits which led
the agency to write rules in
1989 and amend them in 1991.
The Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act of 1989
added Section 29 of the FDI
Act, titled “Brokered Deposits”
(Section 29). Section 29 places
certain restrictions on “troubled”
institutions. Specifically,
Section 29 provides:
1. Acceptance of brokered
deposits is restricted to
well-capitalized insured
depository institutions.

2. Less than wellcapitalized institutions may
only offer brokered deposits
under certain circumstances,
and with restricted rates.
In 1991 Congress enacted
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation Improvement Act
of 1991 (FDICIA). The FDICIA
resulted in threshold adjustments to the brokered deposit
restrictions under Section 29
and gave FDIC the ability to
waive those restrictions under
certain circumstances.
More recently, the Economic
Growth, Regulatory Relief,
and Consumer Protection Act
(EGRRCPA) amended Section
29 which excepted certain
reciprocal deposits from
treatment as brokered deposits.
As seen above, Section 29 does
not define the term “brokered
deposit.” Rather, it defines the
term “deposit broker.” Following
EGRRCPA, on February 6,
2019, FDIC published an
advance notice of proposed
rulemaking and request for
comment on unsafe and
unsound banking practices:
brokered deposits and interest
rate restrictions (ANPR). The
ANPR announces FDIC’s comprehensive review of its regulatory approach to brokered
deposits and their interest rate
caps. As part of its re-evaluation
FDIC seeks comment on how it
should revamp its definition of
brokered deposits and interest
rate restrictions.
While the EGRRCPA
implementation is specific to
reciprocal deposits, FDIC’s
ANPR is broader in scope,
and presents an opportunity to
re-examine the definition and
treatment of brokered deposits
as a whole.

Impact
How Brokered Deposits are Used
Brokered deposits are a
relatively new mechanism to
the financial service industry.

They provide:
1. A quick, cheap,
alternative sources of funding
from national markets.
2. An additional tool
for institutions to maintain
liquidity and interest rate risk
analysis for balance sheet
management.
3. A potential tool
for community banks to
expand their deposits and
maintain funds that do not
move away when the local
market shifts.
4. Flexibility in availability
of funds to institutions with
varying demands in regional
markets for deposits vs. loans.
5. Greater opportunities
to match deposit terms to
loan funding.
6. Alternative, competitive
rates for investors.
7. An additional tool
for investing institutions to
manage funds.
On May 7, WBA filed
comments on FDIC’s advance
notice of proposed rulemaking
on brokered deposits. In the
letter, WBA strongly
encouraged FDIC to consider
in its proposed rulemaking:
narrowing the definition of
deposit broker and, by
extension, application of
what is a brokered deposit;
and revising FDIC’s rate
cap calculation method to
reflect modern economic and
rate trends.
» Read the rest of this article
on www.wisbank.com.
Birrenkott is WBA assistant
director – legal.
Note: The above information is not
intended to provide legal advice;
rather, it is intended to provide
general information about banking
issues. Consult your institution’s
attorney for specific legal advice
or assistance.
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BANKS make a difference in their communities

by providing financial resources and expertise, every day.

YOU make a difference to your customers by providing
value and service, every day.

WBA does the same for you, your bank, and all
Wisconsin bankers, every day.
Our mission statement says it all:

“We promote a healthy environment for banks in
Wisconsin through actively advocating,
educating, and supporting
our members.”

The past year has been filled with successes, big and small,
we have achieved on behalf of our members.
The companies of WBA, Inc.

MIDWEST BANKERS
Insurance Services



Working together for you.

WISCONSIN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
▪ 2018-2019 YEAR IN REVIEW ▪

We speak
up on your
behalf.

Advo

Three WBA members asked to participate in
the Governor’s Dairy Task Force 2.0. The task
force was created to study the Wisconsin dairy
industry with the goal of making recommendations
on actions needed to maintain a viable and
profitable Wisconsin dairy industry. With support
from the WBA Advocacy Team, including one-onone education, talking points, and informational
materials, these members added our legislative
goal of a TAX EXEMPTION for agricultural
loans under $10 million in the task force’s list of
recommendations sent to Governor Tony Evers.

“BAD FAITH” is now more clearly defined
under Wisconsin’s Uniform Fiduciary Act. A
WBA AMICUS BRIEF helped the arguments
which persuaded the Wisconsin Supreme
Court to RULE IN FAVOR OF THE BANKING
INDUSTRY.

We’re leveling the playing field with FARM CREDIT/CREDIT UNIONS!
WBA facilitated the introduction of bi-partisan tax reform legislation in the
115th Congress that would provide a tax exemption for interest income on
certain ag and small business loans (H.R. 4424 and S. 2378). Our efforts
are ongoing in this regard at the state level and with the new Congress.
When the Federal government shut down from Dec. 22, 2018 through Jan. 25,
2019 (the longest shutdown in history), WBA AMPLIFIED banks’ efforts to aid
Federal employees by compiling a list of their efforts and PROMOTING that list to
over 22,000 PEOPLE on Facebook. We also sent the list to regulators, legislators,
and media… earning Wisconsin’s banks national attention for supporting their
communities. This was just one of WBA’s 509 MEDIA INTERACTIONS.

For more information… www.wisbank.com ▪ www.fipco.com ▪ www.wisbankins.com ▪ www.mbisllc.com
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Last year, Wisconsin Attorney General
Brad Schimel formed a task force on elder
abuse. Direct results of WBA’s efforts included
two member bankers participating on the task
force, an ELDER FINANCIAL ABUSE
AWARENESS VIDEO for banks, and PROPOSED
LEGISLATION giving banks tools to better protect
their customers from fraud and abuse. This was just
one of the 113 BILLS WBA ACTIVELY TRACKED
AND LOBBIED during the last legislative session.

We facilitate
banker professional
development.

Educating

A WBA focus
group of bank
HR and credit
professionals
identified the
need for more
training,
specifically
on credit
analysis.
Their
feedback
resulted in WBA’s new Credit Analysis Bootcamp which hosted
54 BANKERS. This was just one of the 14 NEW PROGRAMS
developed this year to meet the growing and changing needs of
our members.

WBA’s Scott Birrenkott received a
member question through the
WBA Legal Call program about
how the Wisconsin Marital
Property Act and Consumer
Act affects loan transactions.
His well-researched response
helped the bank avoid potential
legal fees, remain compliant, and
maintain a strong relationship with the customers
involved. This was just one of the 2,700+ LEGAL
QUESTIONS WBA’s on-staff attorneys responded
to this year as part of this complimentary member
service, SAVING MEMBER BANKS AT LEAST
$175,000 in potential aggregate legal fees.

WBA educated students about careers in banking on FIVE DIFFERENT COLLEGE CAMPUSES. “Attending the banking panel as a
student was a great opportunity for me to learn from industry experts
about what a career in commercial banking entails,” said Zak
Showalter, First Business Financial Services, Madison. “It inspired
me to pursue the career with hopes of making a positive impact on
the community. I enjoyed returning to the event as a panelist and
sharing some of my experiences with the students. Hopefully I was
as influential to them as the previous panelists were to me!”

For more information… www.wisbank.com ▪ www.fipco.com ▪ www.wisbankins.com ▪ www.mbisllc.com
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Supporting
We empower the industry through products and services.

MBIS’ Jeff Otteson contacted a member bank asking if they had interest in a no-charge
risk assessment of their P&C Insurance lines, which uncovered inadequate coverage
limits and higher than usual deductibles. MBIS provided a PREMIUM SAVINGS OF
OVER 25 PERCENT, as well as valuable best practice guidance. Considering the
savings and value they received, the bank agreed to let MBIS provide another
assessment on their Professional Lines and Lending Related lines. With the success
of the insurance programs MBIS put in place for the bank, they ultimately moved all
their insurance policies over to MBIS where they continue a solid business partnership.

Nearly 20 BANKS JOINED THE
WBA ASSOCIATION HEALTH PLAN
(AHP) and are already experiencing
many benefits like better rates, better
coverage, and better service. “Without
an AHP, our bank was forced to
fend for itself in the health insurance
arena – it was a bit like David vs.
Goliath and our rates sky-rocketed,”
said John Beirl, president, Northern
State Bank, Ashland. “Together with
other community banks, with higher
numbers, I think we present a more
attractive option for an insurance
company – with more bargaining
power. Our bank health insurance
rates went down considerably under
the WBA’s new AHP.”

WBA’s Nick Loppnow worked with a
new Associate Member on how they
could best highlight their services to
member banks. Through research of
the company and dialogues with their
representatives, Nick recommended
which programs to attend, tips on
starting conversations with members,
and what WBA communication
channels would work best for them as
they engage with Wisconsin banks.
He applies this personal service to
all 150+ ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
so banks will find the SERVICES,
PRODUCTS, AND VENDORS best
suited for each member.

FIPCO launched an electronic signature
product to help banks stay ahead of
the game in technology. “The Peoples
Community Bank has increased its
efforts to create a frictionless digital
branch that meets our customers’ needs
24/7,” explained Quinn Christensen,
The Peoples Community Bank,
Mazomanie. “FIPCO’s eSignature
product helped us reach the next
level in digital banking. Our customers
now can open an account completely
without stepping foot into the branch
and complete the requirements on their
own time. As our in-branch transactions
decline, demand for providing a
convenient full-service bank online
has increased, and eSignature helped
place us where we need to be to offer
seamless customer service.”

WISCONSIN BANKERS ASSOCIATION • FIPCO • WBA EMPLOYEE BENEFITS CORPORATION (EBC) / TRUST
MIDWEST BANKERS INSURANCE SERVICES (MBIS) • GENERATIONS TITLE COMPANY, LLC • WISCONSIN BANKERS FOUNDATION
Wisconsin Bankers Association ▪ 4721 South Biltmore Lane ▪ Madison, WI 53718 ▪ 608-441-1200 ▪ www.wisbank.com
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Living in Harmony
By Kristen Talbott
and Nicholas Bandoch
All businesses exist for one
reason: to serve their customers. Today, we are blessed
to be able to communicate
with and serve those valuable
customers in more ways than
ever. The challenge for brands
is to be consistent with their
messaging and experience
across those channels,
whether they be in person or
through a digital environment.
Achieving that goal requires a
close connection and ongoing
collaboration between retail
and marketing, the two main
customer touchpoints within
our banks.
We’ve been working
together for the past year
and a half, and these are the
best practices we’ve used for
successful collaboration.

Strategic Connections

Talbott

Bandoch

1. Set the vision. Together.
People have a more vested
interest in goal achievement
when they play a role in
setting goals. We allocated
time together to plan for 2019
as a team. Our initiatives
are not retail or marketing
initiatives; they are bank-wide
goals that are supported by
multiple departments.
2. Get friendly.
Collaboration can’t stop
after goal setting. Ongoing

communication helps us
address problems, make
continual improvements,
and keep goals top-of-mind.
Nicholas joins the regular
meeting of our retail leadership
to provide marketing updates,
take feedback, and ensure
lines of communication always
remain open. With more time
spent in the branch network,
Kristen and her team help
audit branch merchandising
and communicate opportunities
to marketing.
3. United we stand. Once
you figure out what you want
to accomplish, together, you
have additional resources
when presenting opportunities
to bank leadership. When
you’ve found consensus
between retail and marketing,
you’ll find it substantially
easier to find commitment

from the top to execute your
shared vision.
4. Make the tent bigger.
When the retail team was
facing staffing shortages,
marketing developed hiring
campaigns to help drive
qualified applicants. This
led to a new hire starting
within the first two weeks.
When marketing needed
employees to support events,
retail recruited front-line
employees to be offsite brand
ambassadors. They were able
to share bank knowledge
with potential customers, and
now share greater marketing
knowledge with fellow
employees. Solutions exist
beyond department boundaries.
Be sure to push the boundaries
and ask for help.
(continued on p. 25)
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Tools of the Trade
Branch supplies for your front line
Despite rumors to the contrary,
the bank branch is not dead.
In fact, the branch experience
has become an even more
important channel of communication with customers. Bank
customers are visiting branches
less frequently but have higher
expectations for the experience
when they do step inside. To
make your customers’ branch
experience the best one
possible, make sure your
staff are equipped with the
tools and supplies they need in
order to best serve your clients
and community.
FIPCO, a wholly owned
WBA subsidiary, offers a
wide variety of competitively
priced bank supplies. While
its most well-known products
are the WBA Forms and the
software suite featuring them,
Compliance ConciergeTM,
FIPCO also offers a plethora
of other essential financial
institutions supplies and products.
… Holiday Collection
Get a head start! Now’s the
time to order your seasonal
products! FIPCO offers several
different items in a variety of
designs, each customizable
with your institution’s logo and
information. From currency
envelopes and teller receipts to
drive-up envelopes, statement
enclosures and holiday checks,

™

Visit www.fipco.com/product/
teller-counter-supplies,
call 800-722-3498 or
email fipcosales@fipco.com.

these seasonal products are a
great way to connect with your
customers this season. Take
advantage of a special 5%
early bird discount on orders
placed prior to July 31.
… Counter Supplies
The next time you need to
restock your teller and counter
supplies, consider FIPCO!
They offer a wide variety of
products that are customizable
to your institution, including:
cash tickets and general ledger
tickets, Check 21 products,
counter forms, image processing forms, notices, official
checks, and teller receipts.

envelopes in a variety of
designs and colors are also
available to order.
… Notices
FIPCO’s notices provide
your customers essential
information that is clear,
accurate, and efficient. Forms
are available for specialized
or multipurpose functions.
Most importantly, these notices
come with FIPCO’s famous
customer service. Available
notices include advice of
charge and return items, notice
of transfer of funds, notice
of wire transfer, notice of
deposit correction, notice of
stop payment, notice of safety
deposit box rental, and more.
You can also customize a
notice that will be printed to
your specifications.

Brick-and-mortar bank
branches cannot function
without supplies like these for
their front-line staff, whether
they are personal bankers,
tellers, or universal bankers.
In addition to the products
listed above, FIPCO has a full
range of front-line supplies
covering everything from cash
tickets to coin wrappers and
currency straps.
Visit www.fipco.com/
products/teller-counter-supplies
for a full index of FIPCO’s
front-line products that can
save your institution money on
the items you use every day.
For more information about
FIPCO forms, software, or
other products, visit www.fipco.
com, call 800-722-3498 or
email fipcosales@fipco.com.

… Envelopes
FIPCO offers several
varieties of envelopes, all
customizable with your
institution’s information
and logo. You can further
customize your order with
different sealing options,
inside tints, and ink colors. You
can create your own design
or choose from available
stock designs. Currency gift

Mortgage Booklets to
Help You Stay Compliant
FIPCO’s three mortgage booklets will help your mortgage
team stay compliant. These required information packets
help your customers understand their loans and provide vital
information. Now available:
» Consumer Handbook on Adjustable-Rate Mortgages
(CHARM)
» Your Home Loan Toolkit
» What You Should Know About Home Equity Lines of
Credit (HELOC)
Order yours today at https://fipco-storefront.myshopify.com.

IT AUDIT & SECURITY SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

IT Auditing
Cyber Security Consulting
Vulnerability & Penetration Testing
Board Cybersecurity Awareness
GLBA Compliance & IT Risk
Asessment

• Managed Social Engineering with
Integrated Learning Management
System
• Facilitated DRP/BCP Tabletop and
IRP Testing
• Threat Intelligence Briefings

Contact FIPCO’s Ken Shaurette to get started.
kshaurette@fipco.com
800-722-3498 x 251
www.FIPCO.com
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Financial Services
(continued from p. 1)
Another common challenge
for banks is directly related to
these transforming customer
expectations: how to deliver a
cutting-edge digital experience
via their current core system’s
infrastructure. “The biggest
inhibitors for banks right now
are their core service providers
who are not letting them
innovate quickly and freely,”
said Girish Ramachandra,
senior manager leading fintech
and blockchain initiatives at
Wipfli, LLP. He explained that
one of the most significant
changes in banking today is
the push for open banking,
where consumers control their
own data. “Having a multiyear contract with a core
service provider is the biggest

“Today, your competitor is
your customers’ last best
experience, whether it’s
with a bank, with you, or
with Google or Amazon.”
– Rob Morgan
vice president of
emerging technologies
American Bankers
Association

inhibitor to open banking,”
since it prevents banks from
collaborating with various
fintech companies, he said.
A final challenge connected
to customer expectations is
deposit displacement—the
growing phenomenon of
consumers storing their
funds in technology and
retail companies’ apps rather
than in a deposit account at
a financial institution. For
example, Starbucks’ rewards
program has 16.8 million
active users who store over
$1.5 billion on their Starbucks
cards and app, and those funds
account for nearly 40% of their
purchases at U.S. locations.1

Scripting the Future
of Financial Services
A relationship-banking
culture can help
banks compete

No matter what role traditional banks choose to
play in the future, customer service is the key to
thriving in a landscape transformed by tech.
The benefit to retailers is
this strategy dramatically
reduces their transaction
fees because customers load
$20-$150 on the app or card
rather than purchasing single
coffees for $6.75 apiece.
DeFazio estimates Starbucks
has reduced their transaction
processing fees by $20 million
per quarter. With deposits at
a premium in the financial
services industry, the growing
percentage of funds that
could be deposits kept in a
checking account but are
instead held on retail cards and
apps is a concern. “Checking
accounts are the anchor
product. Just offering a free
checking account leaves you
vulnerable to losing business
to non-bank competitors
with more attractive offers,”
DeFazio warned. “It’s all
based on convenience, value,
and rewards.”

» The Cast of Characters:
Transformative Technologies
As they grapple
with the challenges
presented by
AI
changing
customer
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
expectations,
banks also must adapt to
and utilize the technologies
that contributed to that
transformation and continue
to drive change. Of all the
technology looming on the
horizon, artificial intelligence
(AI) gets perhaps the most
attention, and for good
reason. “What I’m seeing
in the market is the biggest
technology impact is coming
from artificial intelligence,”
said Ramachandra. “The
scope of AI is broad and
it’s already happening,
especially in lending, wealth
management, and customer
support.” According to a survey
published by the Financial

Stability Board in 2017, AI
and machine learning firms
managed assets of over $10
billion, and that number is
projected to grow.2 AI’s tremendous potential impact on
the banking industry has drawn
attention and investment from
both the technology and
banking industries. “As our
chairman and CEO, Jamie
Dimon, highlighted in his shareholder letter recently, we’re
all in on artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and 5G and
see the value that they’ll provide
for banking,” said Al Araque,
executive director – market
director banking, JPMorgan
Chase Bank, New Berlin. Araque
says banks will be able to utilize
AI to help identify trends in
customer feedback, help mitigate
fraud, and work to personalize
the customer experience.
(continued on p. 23)
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(continued from p. 22)
On another
front, Giorgio says
faster payments
will also have a
PAYMENTS
big impact in the
future, whether they are
near-time or instant. “We’re
all being measured to a
different standard as banks,”
she explained. “We’re not
just measured against other
banks, but against every other
company online. The ability
to open an account quickly
and move money quickly
will be critical in the future.”
As with AI, technological
developments in payments
could also bring enhanced
security for banks and their
customers. “I think in the next
two or three years we’ll see

“Over 70% of existing
POS locations in the
U.S. accept a contactless
payment, and it’s being
adopted by merchants at
a rate of 1-2% per month.
That’s huge.”
– Tina Giorgio
president and CEO
ICBA Bancard

a significant shift to tokens
in the ecommerce world, and
we’ll need to be prepared for
that,” said Giorgio. She also
cited contactless payments as
an area of significant growth
and change. “Over 70 percent
of existing POS locations in
the U.S. accept a contactless
payment, and it’s being
adopted by merchants at a rate
of 1-2 percent per month,” she
explained. “That’s huge.”
Though it’s been
making headlines
for a few years,
blockchain techBLOCKCHAIN
nology hasn’t
caught on in the financial

“Banks will be able to
utilize AI to help identify
trends in customer
feedback, help mitigate
fraud, and work to
personalize the customer
experience.”
– Al Araque
executive director –
market director banking
JPMorgan Chase Bank
New Berlin

services industry... yet.
“Blockchain is slowly making
its way into bigger companies.
They’re experimenting
with how it can be used for
settlements,” Ramachandra
explained. “Once it starts
working, they’ll scale it up
and expand into many areas.”
Araque says JPMorgan Chase
believes in the potential of
blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies, provided they
are properly regulated. “As a
globally regulated bank,
we believe we have a unique
opportunity to develop the
capability in a responsible way
with the oversight of our regulators,” he explained. “Ultimately,
we believe that JPM Coin can
yield significant benefits for
blockchain applications by
reducing clients’ counterparty
and settlement risk, decreasing
capital requirements, and
enabling instant value transfer.”
A dark horse to
watch in this space
IOT
is the Internet of
Things, especially
INTERNET
OF THINGS
when paired with
wearable devices. “We’ve just
started to scratch the surface
with IoT and wearables,” said
Giorgio. “The Internet of Things
as we know it will really
change the way we do things.”
For example, high-tech refrigerators that track your usage
and can reorder items when you
run low need to be hooked to
some form of payment system,

whether it’s a technology
app or a checking account.
Combined with wearable
technology, bank customers
may one day transfer funds
with a tap on their smartwatch
so their car can pay for gas as
they fill up on the way to work.
These are all opportunities for
banks to be even more present
in their customers’ lives.

» Two Possible Roles in
Banking: Distributor
or Conduit
The stage is set and the
characters assembled. What role
will traditional banks play as
the drama of financial services
unfolds? There are two likely
options: “In the very long-term,
just like what happened in retail
where small retailers have now
started selling on Amazon, I
think the banking industry is
going to be two different types
of industries: banking and
distribution of banking,” said
Ramachandra. In the distribution model, traditional depository banks will still be the core
banking providers (i.e. deposits
and loans), but they’ll sell those
products on platforms provided
by technology companies (the
distributors). One example is
Apple’s recently announced
AppleCard—the first step in
the company’s stated goal of
transitioning from a “consumer
product company” to a “consumer services company”—
which is issued in partnership
with Mastercard and Goldman
Sachs. “What they’re doing is
selling financial services through
your mobile phone,” Ramachandra explained. “All the credit
card data is on the phone,
not visible on the card.” The
physical card has no number,
CVV security code, signature,
or expiration date, for example.
In the banking model,
banks will continue selling
their products and services
to customers directly and
rely on strong customer
relationships to compete.
One effective way to deepen

those relationships in a
technology-reliant world will
be for banks to refer customers
to non-bank solutions when
appropriate. “We need to be
smart about what products and
services we aren’t offering
but might be beneficial to
our customers that we can
recommend,” said Werner.
“It’s becoming a conduit to
other products and services
and thereby enhancing our
relationship with our customers

“We need to realize
that the ‘upstart’
fintech companies are
‘mainstream’ fintech
companies, and they’re
changing the way our
customers expect to
interact with financial
institutions.”
– David DeFazio
partner
StrategyCorps

as knowledge-brokers.”
The benefit of the conduit
model for banks is that it
fosters and deepens existing
customer relationships. “You
give your customers access
to the entire ecosystem of
products that are out there,”
Morgan explained.
Banks will likely choose
between either the traditional
banking model or the distribution model, or some combination thereof. Either way, the
business of banking—accepting
deposits and making loans—
will remain at the center of the
industry. “It’s the core banking
practices that we’ve always
deployed that will drive our
success in the future,” said
Werner. “Our ability to determine levels of risk and make
educated, risk-based decisions
on how we’ll lend money.”
(continued on p. 24)
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(continued from p. 23)

» Curtains Up: Time to Act
So, what should banks
do today to prepare for the
financial services landscape
of tomorrow?
What they’ve always
done: focus on providing
their customers with the best
possible service and value.
“As we’ve seen in other
areas, technology can shift
the ground, but only when it

“The biggest inhibitors
for banks right now are
their core service providers
who are not letting
them innovate quickly
and freely.”
– Girish Ramachandra
senior manager
leading fintech and
blockchain initiatives
Wipfli, LLP

changes the primary customer
relationship,” Morgan explained.
If banks make their customers
the bedrock of their strategy,
it will equip them to thrive
amid all the coming changes.
“There are a lot of things
happening that will come our
way fairly quickly, and we
need to be prepared to work
within those new solutions,”
Giorgio advised. “It’s all about
putting the customer first and
approaching this new world
with that in mind.” At Chase,
Araque says a strong focus on
listening and understanding
customers’ needs drives
change and pushes the bank
to evolve as they strive to
remain competitive. “It forces
us to keep an open mind and
substantiates the value of
always keeping the customer in
the center of everything that we
do,” Araque explained.
Traditional banks have
operated legally in Wisconsin

5

tactics banks should consider utilizing
to try to serve their customers:

» Integrate technology strategy into the bank’s strategic plan.
» Offer in-demand products.
» Continue to speak up
and be visible in your
community.

» Renegotiate core contracts.
» Focus on small changes.
Innovation does not
need to be dramatic.

“The greatest challenge
facing the banking
industry is also its greatest
advantage over disruptors:
bank customers.”

service providers,” said
Ramachandra. “Renegotiate
those core service provider
contracts so you have the
ability to work with a number
of different fintech companies.”
since 1853, and that long
history has led to tremendous
trust from consumers. “Banks
still command the highest
level of trust when it comes
to the security of people’s
money compared to any
other industry,” said Werner.
“As long as we maintain that
trust, and it’s incumbent upon
us to do so, it will provide
us a competitive advantage,
especially when we’re in
competition with unregulated
or less-regulated entities.”
Morgan says community banks
are well-positioned going into
the future. “They’ve always
been relationship-based
businesses,” he explained.
“The key is meeting customers
digitally and providing them
the same level of service they
expect from other channels.”
Here are five tactics
recommended by the experts
interviewed for this article that
banks should consider utilizing
in their efforts to serve their
customers:
1. Integrate technology
strategy—not just mainenance—into the bank’s
strategic plan.
“In their strategy
discussions, community banks
must include technology
strategy,” said Ramachandra.
“A technology maintenance
plan must change into a
technology impact plan.”
Werner advises banks to

consider reinvesting the
personnel cost-savings
from efficiencies gained
from technology back into
technology. “Reinvesting those
expenses into the technology
side allows us to deliver at a
very high level, which requires
constant reinvestment. You
have to constantly consider
that as part of your capital
planning,” he said. “It will
become a bigger and bigger
part of everybody’s budget.”
2. Offer in-demand products.
“Right now, what I’m
telling community banks
is that they have to hop on
the Zelle bandwagon,” said
DeFazio. “Zelle and Venmo
are the new standards for
P2P interactions. It’s not an
experiment anymore. They’re
the way millennials expect P2P
services to work.” Specifically,
those apps have eliminated
the need for consumers to find
workarounds or enter lots of
sensitive information—such as
account numbers—in order to
transfer funds from an account
at one institution to an account
at another institution. “It’s
going to be hard to win the
customers of the future if you
don’t have those standards in
place,” said DeFazio.

4. Continue to speak up
and be visible in your
community.
“Continue to speak up as
an industry,” Werner urged.
“Bankers historically have been
humble people, not wanting to
shine a spotlight on all the good
they’ve done in their communities. We need to be willing to
step up into that spotlight and
show what we’ve done so
people are aware of the importance of banks to their communities and their economy.”
5. Focus on small changes.
Innovation does not
need to be dramatic.
“The biggest mindset shift
for me has been around the
idea that innovation needs to
be dramatic,” said Morgan.
“I don’t think that’s the case
anymore. More often in mature
industries like banking you see
innovation that compliments
the core product, rather than
something that radically shifts
the core product. It’s about
understanding customers’
needs and adding technology
that facilitates their access, not
changing your business model.”
Seitz is WBA operations
manager and senior writer.
Wipfli, LLP is a WBA Silver
Associate Member.
https://stories.starbucks.com/
press/2019/starbucks-reportsq2-fiscal-2019-results/
1

3. Renegotiate core contracts.
“What banks should be
doing is getting out of their
existing contracts with core

www.fsb.org/wp-content/
uploadsP011117.pdf
2
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Core Service Provider Oligopoly:
Beginning or End of the Digital Banking Contest?
By Mike Semmann

» Film Industry: “We have the best oligopoly in the U.S.”
» Communications and Media Industry:
“We have the best oligopoly in the U.S.”
» Core Banking Service Providers: “Hold my beer.”
A report that ran at the end
of last year details two of the
most well-known oligopolies
in the United States as the
film (six companies which
earned $5.2 billion in 2016)
and wireless communications
industries (four companies that
account for 98% of wireless
revenues). So, if all U.S.
industries were in a business
history class together, would
the banking core service
providers be over-achieving
students or would they be the
teaching assistants?
Regardless, this current
oligopolistic tale should
remind bankers of a history
lesson: The Battle of New
Orleans. On Dec. 24, 1814,
Great Britain and the United
States signed a treaty that
effectively ended the War of
1812. News traveled slow back
in the day, and on Jan. 8, 1815,
the two sides met in what is
remembered as one of the
conflict’s biggest and most
decisive engagements. While
the battle may have provided

Strategic Connections
(continued from p. 20)
5. That computer in your
pocket makes calls. Really.
Don’t forget how critical
your Call Center is to a
great customer experience.
Trust can be lost when
call center employees are
unfamiliar with initiatives or
key advertising. Share those
campaigns ahead of time
so the customer has an
omni-channel experience.

clarity, it was fought after the
war was over and caused a
great deal of bloodshed.
Fast forward to October
2013, when the American
Banker asked Can Big Four
Core Banking Vendors
Oligopoly Be Broken?.1
The answer in early 2018
seemed to be, “not yet.”
However, in late 2018 and
early 2019, national banking
trade groups began a new
and potentially more robust
salvo in the core services fray.
This time, major national
media seem to be willing
to listen. (Maybe it’s the
consolidation of the financial
services industry. Maybe it’s
a high-profile stadium.)
In October 2018, the
American Bankers Association
(ABA) formed a Core Platform
Committee, which is composed
of bankers charged with
identifying “concrete ways
to address the challenges
and limitations banks have
with current core providers.”
Then, in January of this year,

6. Maximize your sponsorships. In a community
bank, sponsorship opportunities arise from the
extensive network that
our bankers and lenders
keep. To maximize these
investments, teamwork is
required. Retail can help
activate marketing
sponsorships within the
branch, encouraging customer
engagement as well as
reinforcing our community

Association
Update
Michael J.
Semmann

» See the article “Strategic Core
Conversions” in the August 2018
edition of the Wisconsin Banker
online at www.wisbank.com for
additional information.

the ABA announced a direct
investment in Finxact, an
emerging technology company
that offers an innovative, open
core banking platform for
financial institutions.
The Wall Street Journal 2
took note in April and
reported on this new round
of Rochambeau for greater
digital equity. The WSJ article
examined the challenges that
many community banks face
when working with their
core processors to implement
new technologies and remain
competitive with larger
institutions. It also highlighted
the ABA’s efforts to help banks
innovate more quickly.
Which brings the banking
industry to this particular
moment in time. Given the rate
of M&A activity, especially

niche. Conversely, marketing
can use its expertise to
negotiate and leverage
partnerships that originate
from the retail team for the
greatest impact.
Harmony can be elusive.
Building trust is hard. It
takes a concerted effort to
keep retail and marketing
rowing their oars in the
same direction. Occasionally,
your boat will take a circuitous
route. We believe these

in Wisconsin, is the banking
industry at the beginning
or the end of this chapter of
the core processor business
cycle, particularly in
light of the current digital
transformation occurring
nationwide? Wisconsin’s
banking industry must decide
if this battle is one that must
be fought at this moment in
time, or if there is a larger
threat on the horizon.
Basic economic theory tells
bankers that oligopolies (even
ones created by the banking
industry) lead to decision-making
bias, poor service, irrational
behavior through market
manipulation, and inefficient
marketplaces. Just to taunt,
they create the appearance of
choice without giving one to
the consumer (banks).
So, maybe this is a
necessary struggle. A preview
of the first battleground in
Wisconsin: data accessibility
and readability.
Semmann is WBA executive vice
president – chief operations officer.
1
www.americanbanker.com/news/
can-big-four-core-bankingvendors-oligopoly-be-broken
www.wsj.com/articles/smallbanks-rebel-against-the-mostimportant-tech-firms-you-havenever-heard-of-11554975000

2

best practices can help you
arrive at your final destination.
Talbott is senior vice president –
chief retail banking officer for
Tri City National Bank,
Oak Creek. Bandoch is vice
president of marketing for
Tri City National Bank,
Oak Creek, and serves on the
WBA Marketing Committee.
This column is published
bi-monthly in Wisconsin Banker
and is written by members of the
WBA Marketing Committee.
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Spotlight on Community Advocates
Wisconsin’s bankers are the definition of “community advocates” in all that you do every day to improve
your local economy through your bank’s products and services, as well as through your generous
philanthropy of time and money. This column shares and celebrates the diverse backgrounds, experiences,
perspectives, and innovation of some of the extraordinary bankers in this state.
Rose Oswald Poels

Q&A

The following is an edited interview between WBA President and
CEO Rose Oswald Poels and Johnson Financial Group Milwaukee
Regional President Gus Hernandez.

Rose: How did you first get into
the banking industry?
Gus: I was initially interested in an
opportunity to be involved with finance
and business development, but the
added benefit of engagement within
the community I live, work, and play
made banking an ideal career for
me. Following graduation from
Gus Hernandez
UW-Milwaukee, I landed a credit
and collections position at Manpower’s corporate
headquarters, providing me a taste for basic credit. I also
worked in that position while attending Marquette University
to secure an MBA. Once I graduated from Marquette, I
searched for and was fortunate to find a comprehensive
training program in commercial banking. In addition to both
credit and sales knowledge, I developed my public speaking
and leadership skills through Toastmasters, Dress for Success,
and etiquette education which were all included in the
training program.
What is your favorite aspect of your role at your bank?
I have to admit that my favorite aspect of my role has changed
over the years. Early in my career, I absolutely loved the
analytics. I remember taking projection models home and
adjusting scenarios for hours. As time has passed, I have
become more focused on business development, leaving
the analytics to the experts! Business development earns
pats on the back and seems glamourous; however, it is one of
the most difficult roles in banking. Selling a prospect on
the value of working with the bank requires building a high
level of trust. One of my colleagues says that relationships
move at the speed of trust—he is exactly right. We also need
to work through many questions with our internal team to
ensure we can mitigate risks and that the shareholder will
benefit from the relationship. For Johnson Financial Group,
we are fortunate that we often earn opportunities because of
our reputation – the family-owned nature of the company, the
Johnson family’s history of supporting the community, and
the incredible drive for service delivery that small and mid-tier
banks can deliver so well. My sales mantra has always been
“never hear the first no, always respect the second no,” and it
has served me well over the years.

What do you wish the general public understood about
the banking industry?
Banking (credit) helps to fuel the economy – we support and
accelerate growth in our communities. Much of the public
thinks of us as human calculators (geeks), but while we do
analytics on financial statements, we bank companies and
we bank on people. Keen gut instinct about character and
credibility cannot be replaced by data. We have to be right
99.5% of the time in lending, so there is no room for error.
Where do you believe the industry’s greatest challenges
are in the next three to five years?
Banking, like every industry, will be challenged with finding
talented people to support client needs. When I consider the
colleagues I have today, I feel very confident in our ability to
deliver value, but we will likely need to continue investing in
technology and in people to keep pace with our competitors
both inside and outside the banking sector who may have
fewer regulations than we do.
What are some of the most rewarding aspects of your
work as a banker?
In my role as regional president, I’m engaged in recruiting
talent and retaining and attracting new clients. My primary
involvement is on the wholesale side of banking, wealth
management, and insurance.
In addition to serving our clients, I help support the Milwaukee
community through charitable contributions in the region.
While there are countless deserving causes, we aim to
support causes that will have the greatest impact. Our
overall goal is simple: to make the communities where we do
business a better place because we’re there.
One of my favorite days each year continues to be our annual
companywide service day in May. It’s an opportunity for 1,200
associates to come together to make a difference at nearly
60 organizations across our footprint. There’s no better way
to make an impact than by rolling up our sleeves and lending
a helping hand to those in need. I feel privileged to work for
a company with a strong legacy of community involvement,
anchored in the philanthropic spirit of the Johnson family.
Oswald Poels is WBA president and CEO | ropoels@wisbank.com
| 608-441-1200 | Twitter: @RoseOswaldPoels

Do you know a banker who should be recognized as a Community Advocate for the
work that they do? Nominate them today by emailing Rose at ropoels@wisbank.com!
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Bankers Marketplace
H E L P WA N T E D
Chief Financial Officer
Wolf River Community Bank is seeking a Chief
Financial Officer to join the bank’s executive
team. The Chief Financial Officer is responsible
for the overall financial functions of the
bank including: asset/liability management/
interest rate risk, investment portfolio, treasury
functions, financial and regulatory reporting,
budgeting, internal controls, examinations
and audits, risk assessments, and vendor
management. Coordinate reporting to the bank
board of directors. Point person for audits and
regulatory exams. Member of the bank’s senior
executive team and asset/liability management
committee. May participate in the bank’s IT
Committee. Will work closely with the Chief
Lending Officer on analysis of the adequacy
of the ALLL. Position may include project
management. Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree
in a business related discipline or equivalent
combination of education and experience.
CPA preferred. Prior bank accounting/
finance experience is required. Additional
banking courses or education a plus. Salary
is commensurate with experience and
qualifications. View the full job description at
www.wolfriverbank.com. Interested candidates
should send a resume and cover letter with
salary requirements to jany@wolfriverbank.
com. Wolf River Community Bank is an Equal
Opportunity Employer of women, minorities,
protected veterans and individuals with
disabilities.
Business Banker
Due to our growth, we are adding a Business
Banker to Bank of Sun Prairie’s lending
department. We’re looking for exceptional
talent to join our group of experienced
Business Bankers to be a part of our growth
strategies by focusing on developing

Want to See More Ads?
Visit www.wisbank.com to view a
full listing of job postings or for more
information on placing or responding
to an ad.
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Association Officers:
Mark Meloy (Chair), CEO, First Business Bank, Madison
Paul Kohler (Chair-Elect), President/CEO, Charter Bank, Eau Claire
Ken Thompson, (Vice Chair), President/CEO, Capitol Bank, Madison
David Werner (Past Chair), President/CEO, Park Bank, Milwaukee
Rose Oswald Poels, President/CEO, Wisconsin Bankers Association, Madison
Association Board of Directors:

depository and credit business relationships.
This position is an ambassador for business
clients to find the right balance of products/
services that align with the growth strategies
of our clients. If you’re interested in joining
a local, growing community bank that offers
the opportunity to develop and evolve with
us, let’s talk! Our ideal candidate will have
the following: Bachelor’s degree (BA) or
equivalent with 7 years’ directly related work
experience; or Associate’s degree (AS) or
equivalent with 12 years of directly related
work experience; or 15 years of directly related
work experience and banking education
through in-house training sessions and/or
financial industry related curriculum. Do you
want new challenges, a great work culture, a
fast-paced environment, and an opportunity to
join a dynamic organization? If so, this could
the opportunity for you – apply today at www.
bankofsunprairie.com! Bank of Sun Prairie is an
Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer
Branch Manager/Loan Officer
Union Bank of Sparta is looking for a
dedicated professional to lead our newly
established branch “Union Bank” in Tomah,
Wis. The ideal candidate will possess
knowledge of overall branch operations and
have experience in a wide range of lending
activities. NMLS registration is a must.
Please contact Randy Jarvis at 608-366-2001
or randy.jarvis@ubsparta.com for details
or to apply.

Alvaro Araque
Executive Director – Market Director Banking
JPMorgan Chase Bank, New Berlin
James R. Chatterton, President
National Exchange Bank & Trust, Fond du Lac
Christopher Del Moral-Niles, EVP/CFO
Associated Banc-Corp, Green Bay
Mark Erickson, Regional President
MidWestOne Bank, Osceola
Donna J. Hoppenjan, President/CEO
Mound City Bank, Platteville
Gerald H. Jacobson, President
Northwestern Bank, Chippewa Falls

Timothy J. Kotnour, President/CEO
State Bank Financial, La Crosse
Daniel J. Peterson, President/CEO
The Stephenson National Bank & Trust
Marinette
Thomas A. Reil, President
Waldo State Bank
Scot Thompson, President/CEO
Denmark State Bank
Tom Van Pelt, President/CEO
Citizens State Bank, Hudson
Mark Wierman, President
Ixonia Bank

Wisconsin Banker is published by Wisconsin Bankers Association, 4721 South Biltmore Lane,
Madison, WI 53718; Telephone: 608-441-1200; Fax: 608-661-9381; www.wisbank.com.
Eric Skrum, Editor
608-441-1216
eskrum@wisbank.com

Advertising:
sales@wisbank.com

To report a change of address, email us at requests@wisbank.com.
The publication of advertisements does not necessarily represent endorsement of those products
or services by the Wisconsin Bankers Association. The editor reserves the right to reject any
advertising or editorial copy deemed unsuitable for publication for any reason. Copy deadline is
eight business days before publication date.
Disclaimer: With the exception of official announcements, the Wisconsin Bankers Association
disclaims all responsibility for opinions expressed and statements made in printed articles and
advertisements in the Wisconsin Banker. This publication is designed to provide accurate and
authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is distributed with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional
services. If legal or accounting advice or expert assistance is required, the services of a qualified
professional should be sought.
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Always your partner, never your competitor.™

Give back to your
community
with community
rewards cards.

The consumer credit card program at Bankers’ Bank is tailored to
make community banks shine. This referral card program lets you
offer three great consumer card options:
• up to 3% cash-back rewards when customers shop at participating
community-based businesses
• up to 3X rewards for travel, merchandise and gift card rewards when
customers shop at participating community-based businesses
• a no-frills card with an especially low rate
While your customers appreciate your community support,
you’ll appreciate the turn-key program offering reliable fee income.
Contact us to get started.

Your Correspondent Bankers

Your Commercial Bankers

Matt Kajewski
715.271.0937

Troy Ruegsegger
608.260.5384

Northern WI

Southern WI

•

Bank Cards

Kevin Means
608.829.5523

Western WI

Eastern WI

GOLD ASSOCIATE MEMBER

BankersBank.com
Asset Liability Mgmt

Pete Aarsvold
608.829.5797

Madison, WI • Chicago, IL • Des Moines, IA • Indianapolis, IN
•

Cash Letter

•

Commercial

•

International

•

Investments

•

Leasing

•

Mortgages

•

SBA 7(a)

•

Wealth Mgmt

